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Abstract
Code Division Multiple Access technique based receivers takes more time to process the signals. FFT-based
convolutes are more complex and expensive . In my work another technique are used to find the convolution
that requires less process time. Proposed technique uses Walsh transform in place of FFT’s. FFT based
techniques needs two FFT’s and one IFFT’s instead of complex additions and multiplication. But in the Walsh
transform-based method required only addition and there are no multiplications. Walsh code based on the
method of Orthogonality and if we take the Walsh Transform of these codes then it gives only single non zero
value due to which convolution will become fast. So, using the Walsh-based technique we can reduce the
processing time to about ten percent of the CDMA based technique. In this algorithm the transmitter is designed
by VHDL programming. The system is implemented and speedup the process hundreds of times the speed of a
microprocessor based design. In CDMA system message is modulated by Walsh code. Walsh codes have
autocorrelation property and it is the synchronized copy of itself.
Keywords – Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), Walsh Transform, Orthogonality, FFT,Walsh Code.

I INTRODUCTION
After the base band signal has been channel coded for error control, the signal is further transformed in order to
allow multiple accesses by different users. Multiple

accesses refer to the sharing of a common resource in

order to allow simultaneous Communications by multiple users, and this common resource is the RF spectrum.
In the traditional FDMA scheme, each individual user is assigned a particular band in which transmission can
be carried out (see Figure 1). The frequency band is sliced into different channels. Different users’ signals are
base band signals and filtered by low pass filter and modulated onto an assigned carrier frequency fc of a
particular channel. This way, multiple users can share the whole frequency spectrum. In TDMA, every user are
allotted a different time spans in which to transmit; in TDMA, the division of users occurs in the time domain.
In CDMA, user’s baseband signal is transformed into a wider bandwidth. This wider bandwidth is higher than
the bandwidth required.[1,2].
In CDMA system the available bandwidth are used by all users. Walsh codes are used to avoid the mutual
interference in the forward links which allows all users to transmit the signal using the same bandwidth. This
code based on IS-95 which are a set of 64 binary sequences and all the are orthogonal. Walsh code are
generated by using the Hadamard matrix. Recursion is used to find higher order matrices from lower order
matrix; that is[3]
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Figure-1

Therefore, to design four orthogonal Walsh sequences w0, w1, w2, and w3, we required to generate a 4th order
Hadamard matrix

The four orthogonal sequences in this Walsh code set are taken from the rows of the matrix H4 ; that is

For DSSS multiple access, for orthogonal sequence three conditions that must be met . The conditions are
1:The cross-correlation between sequences should be zero or very small.
2:Each sequence in the set has an equal number of 1s and -1s, or the number of 1s differs from the number of 1s by at most one.
3:The scaled dot product of each code should equal to 0. By changing the 0’s to -1 and 1’s to +1 in all of the
four sequences above, that is,

[4]
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II METHODOLOGY
We can facilitate the calculation of cross products and dot products. The readers can easily verify that all of the
above sequences except w0 satisfy the conditions. In general, the 0 th Walsh sequence consists of all -1s and
thus cannot be used for channelization. In the IS-95 CDMA system, w0 is not used to transmit any base band
information. From lower order Hadmard matrices we can be recursively used to generate Hadamard matrices of
higher orders in order to obtain larger sets of orthogonal sequences. For example, orthogonal sequences, each of
length 8, can be obtained by generating H8; 16 orthogonal sequences, each of length 16, can be obtained by
generating H16. The IS-95 forward link uses a set of 64 orthogonal Walsh sequences, thus the physical
limitation on the number of channels on the forward link is 63 because in an IS-95 system, w0 is not used to
transmit any base band information.[12]
III PROPOED TRANSMITTER
Convolution of time-domain functions is equivalent to multiplication of their Fourier transforms. Due to the
efficiencies of the fast Fourier transform algorithm, the latter is often done (in digital signal processing) to
maximize the speed of a signal filtering task. In the time domain, convolution filtering is inherently a
continuous streaming process. But in the frequency domain, block-processing is required. The time-domain
signal is divided into segments (blocks) and processed piecewise. Then the filtered segments are carefully
pieced back together, mindful of edge effects, which mean that a portion of each output segment must be
discarded. Data loss is avoided by overlapping the initial input segments.[4]
If linear convolution were performed on each block, the discarded data would represent the start-up transient (or
latency) of the filter. When the DFT or FFT is used, the edge-effect has the same duration, just different values.
During the start-up transient, the convolution is actually using data from both the beginning and the end of the
block, as if the data were periodic or circular. [5] we have just illustrated how orthogonal Walsh codes can be
used to provide channelization of different users. However, the ability [8] to channelize depends heavily on the
orthogonally of the code sequences during all stages of the transmission. For example, if due to multipath delay
one of the users’ codes is delayed by one chip, then the delayed code is no longer orthogonal to the other (non
delayed) codes in the code set. The following example illustrates how Walsh codes can be used for DS-SS
multiple access. Suppose that there are three different users, and each user wishes to send a separate message.
The separate messages are[6]
m1=1, m2= -1, m3= -1
and corresponding walsh codes are
w1=[-1,1,-1,1], w2=[-1,-1 ,1,1], w3=[-1,1,1,-1]
Step1:Take the walsh transform of walsh codes and messages by the butterfly diagram of walsh transform
(a)

w1=[-1, 1, -1, 1] and m1=[1, 1, 1, 1]
After the walsh transform
w1h=[0, -4, 0, 0] and m1h=[4, 0, 0, 0]

(b)

w2=[-1, -1, 1, 1] and m1=[-1, -1, -1, -1]
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After the walsh transform
w2h=[0, 0, -4, 0] and m2h=[-4, 0, 0, 0]
(c ) w3=[-1, 1, 1, -1] and m3=[1, 1, 1, 1]
After the walsh transform
w3h=[0, 0, 0, -4] and m1h=[4, 0, 0, 0]
Step2:Take the circular convolution
w1h*m1h=[0, -1, 0, 0]
w2h*m2h=[0, 0, 1, 0]
w3h*m3h=[0, 0, 0, -1]
Step3:Take the inverse walsh transform
C1=IWT(w1h*m1h)=[-1, 1, -1, 1]
C2=IWT(w2h*m2h)=[1, 1, -1, -1]
C3=IWT(w3h*m3h)=[-1, 1, 1, -1]
Step4:Add C1,C2 and C3
C=C1+C2+C3=[-1, 3, -1, -1]
C is the composite signal that is transmitted in the single RF band. If there are negligible errors during the
transmission process, the receiver intercepts C. In order to separate out the original messages m1, m2, and m3
from the composite signal C, the receiver multiplies C by the assigned Walsh code for each messages[7]

Figure-2
IV.SYNTHESIS REPORT
The coding has been done in VHDL and after the synthesis we will get the following report
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Output File Name

: "txfinal"

Output Format

: NGC

Target Device

: xc3s500e-5-fg320

HDL Synthesis Report
Macro Statistics
# ROMs

:6

4x32-bit ROM

:6

# Multipliers

:3

5x5-bit multiplier

:3

# Adders/Subtractors

: 301

2-bit adder

: 60

32-bit subtractor

:3

5-bit adder

: 98

5-bit subtractor

: 140

# Latches

: 24

1-bit latch

: 24

# Comparators

: 126

32-bit comparator greater

:6

5-bit comparator greater

: 120

# Multiplexers

:9

32-bit 4-to-1 multiplexer

:3

6-bit 4-to-1 multiplexer

:6

# Xors

: 75

1-bit xor2

: 75

Design Statistics
# IOs

: 42

Cell Usage :
# BELS

: 1531

#

GND

:1

#

INV

: 19

#

LUT1

:9

#

LUT2

: 72

#

LUT3

: 329

#

LUT4

: 445

#

MULT_AND

: 84

#

MUXCY

: 220
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#

MUXF5

: 100

#

VCC

:1

#

XORCY

: 251

# FlipFlops/Latches

: 20

#

LDCPE

: 20

# IO Buffers

: 42

#

IBUF

: 18

#

OBUF

: 24

# MULTs
#

:3

MULT18X18SIO : 3

V.RESULT
The simulation result of CDMA transmitter using fast convolution are shown below for the three message
signals .
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VI.CONCLUSION
We have implemented transmitter systems for CDMA communication successfully. We analyzed all the
internal blocks separately and then as a whole and found the transmitted data at transmitter end.It shows that
this transmitter is error free and accurate.Coding for transmitter and receiver is done in VHDL and used by
using Fast Fourier Convolution to make system response faster.Orthogonally of Walsh Codes Prevents
interference of mixing of signal and provides opportunity with better quality and security.
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